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So Long, Phone Company.
Hello, CleanVoice.
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Why would you pay more for less? If a pizzeria offered you a large pizza
with any toppings you wanted for only 5 bucks, or you could buy a medium
1-topping pizza for $15, which would you select? That’s kind of how it is with
your business phone line: your phone company wants to charge you hundreds
of dollars every month for lines which are anchored to their desks, or you can
use CleanVoice virtually anywhere you want, for a fraction of that cost. Again –
which will you select?
Small businesses that switch to VoIP reduce the cost
of their local calls by up to 40% – tech.co

Find the Fantastic Freedom of Flexibility.

Nowadays, if you’re not able to do business outside of the office, you’re
losing productivity. With CleanVoice, you actually can take your phone with
you anywhere. While you can still retain that desk phone of yours, you can
also immediately transfer calls to a cell phone, or even make a call from your
business line using your laptop anywhere in the world, so long as you have a
headset with a microphone and a Wi-Fi signal. You can also add and remove
lines as needed without the need for time-consuming installation or wiring.
With CleanVoice, your productivity goes up while your expenses come down.

Small businesses reduce the cost of their
international calls by up to 90% – tech.co

Celebrate the Congenial Confidence
of Cost-Cutting.

CleanVoice does not use traditional phone services to make calls – it is
entirely Internet-based. Thereby, your bill to the phone company vanishes,
and you pay only for the CleanVoice service and perhaps some hardware.
And don’t forget instant addition of lines, even outside of the workplace: if an
employee arranges to begin working from home, setting up a CleanVoice line
for them at their home computer is as simple as plugging in a USB device and
configuring the line. Done. No gigantic phone company installation costs, no
grief – just productivity and efficiency.

VoIP can cut initial startup costs for a new business by up to 90% – tech.co

Win with a Whole Week of Working,
Whatever the Weather.

It’s Boston. We get lousy weathers here. Everyone in the country knows it from
watching the white-out conditions of some of the Patriots winter home games.
But, as Bostonians, sometimes we have to adopt the US Postal Service’s slogan
and work “Through rain, sleet, snow, or hail.” But just because many of us have
that dedication doesn’t ensure your phone system will stay up and active.
Thankfully, with ClearVoice, you don’t have that concern, and you can still make
calls from anywhere since it’s completely power outage and disaster-proof!
(Okay, if the earth were to collide with Neptune, for example, then yes -- it is likely
your phone system might not function properly. Failing that, it’s pretty sturdy.)

Be Bold and Brazen. Begin Beneficial
Banter with Braver.

Is that large pizza with unlimited toppings starting to appeal to you? It should.
It just makes sense. Give Braver Technologies a call to discuss your business
phone needs, and we’ll explain even further how CleanVoice can benefit your
business. It may be one of the smartest business decisions you’ll make all
week. Go ahead – dig in.

Features:

●● Telephony Capabilities with both Hardware and Software
●● Create Virtual Phone Numbers
●● Secure Phone System
●● Instant Call Forwarding
●● Unified Voicemail and Fax System which Forwards to Email
●● Easy Integration with other IP Telecommunication Services

Benefits:

●● Support Always Available
●● Remote Servicing
●● Service Adapts with your Business Growth
●● Does not Disconnect in Disasters or Power Outages
●● Increased Productivity
●● Lowered Business Phone Costs
●● Phone Vendor Elimination
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